
Using the PCF8583 as a clock component on the I2C bus of the Raspberry Pi

Time Machine
Semiconductor chips controlled by an I2C bus can be used in many 

applications. The PCF8583, an eight-pin clock and timer chip, is an 

interesting example. By Martin Mohr

with a clock and timer chip and provide a 
more detailed description of the PCF8583 mi-
crocontroller [1].

The PCF8583 (Figure 1) is a clock and cal-
endar component that has 240 bytes of avail-
able storage. Frequently, the chip comes in a 
DIP 8 package. It only has one address line; 
therefore, you can have at most two of these 
components with allocated start addresses of 
0xA0 and 0xA2 operating on one bus.

In this experiment, I used a field-effect 
transistor (FET) with an open drain for the 
interrupt or alarm output, which means it 
does not deliver a clean logic level without 
an additional external pull-up resistor. Also, 
the output is active low and accepts a maxi-
mum of 3mA. These qualities provide the 
means for a simple test setup with an LED on 
this connector. The data sheet contains more 
specific hardware details [2].

Figures 2 and 3 show the first small test 
setup. The PCF8583 uses an 8-bit-wide ad-
dress bus internally, which makes it possible 
to address 256 locations. Only the first 16 
bytes containing the control and status regis-
ters are of interest. The remaining 240 bytes of 
RAM are freely available. A buffer battery 
usually powers the chip so that the clock con-
tinues to run during any power interruptions. 
This makes it possible to deposit arbitrary 
data permanently in RAM.

The assignment of the lower 16 bytes also 
depends on the current operating mode: 
“clock” or “counter.” The 0x00h register pri-
marily controls the chip, whereas 0x08h 
serves for handling alarms. The remaining 
registers store counter readings or the time 
of day or date (Table 1). Most of the contents 
of the registers are coded in BCD; therefore, 

The connection capabilities of the 
Raspberry Pi GPIO interface are 
often insufficient for large projects. 
The I2C bus offers a significant 

number of options for circumventing the lim-
itations imposed by the standard interface. In 
this second part of the series on the I2C bus, 
I discuss how to use the bus to communicate 
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when writing to and reading from the regis-
ters, values need to be converted accordingly.

Hardware TesT
The test phase begins after the prototype 
board is loaded with two PCF8583 chips and 
all other necessary components. I found the 
Rasp Pi GPIO Extension Board shown in Fig-
ure 2 on eBay. This board [5] is a good in-
vestment for the Raspberry Pi enthusiast. 
You should check whether the hardware also 
runs correctly with the I2C bus before start-
ing to program (Figure 4).

If you look closely, you will notice that the 
two components are located at addresses 

0x50 and 0x51 instead of at 0xA0 and 0xA2, 
as indicated in the data sheet. This is not an 
error; in fact, the I2C protocol transfers the 
read/ write (R/ W) bit at position 0 in addi-
tion to the seven address bits. 

The R/ W bit is either included or not in-
cluded in the address, depending on 

Figure 1: The pin layout for the PCF8583 clock chip.

Figure 2: A simple test set up with two PCF8583 chips.

Figure 3: The circuit diagram for the test in Figure 2. The diagram is also available online [3] in gEDA [4] and EPS formats.
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ticle. To get off to a good start, I will begin 
with a simple example.

The I2C8583RAM application creates a 
connection with the PCF8583 chip and writes 
a string to its memory. The application then 
reads out the memory contents and displays 
it on the console. The class makes the read‑
Ram() and writeRam() methods available for 
accessing the RAM (Listing 1). 

Note that the last two storage locations, 
0xFE and 0xFF, fall by the wayside because 
the next test program uses them to store the 
year value. The built-in year functionality of 
the PCF8583 chip can deal with only four 
years, which makes it possible to determine 
whether a year is a leap year. Even the data 
sheet does not provide more detailed infor-
mation on this topic. If you want to utilize 
this functionality, I recommend very thor-
ough testing. One of the two components 
uses a buffer battery in the test setup, which 
makes it possible to save the data there per-
manently. Currently, the test program does 
not understand blank spaces. However, the 
program is more than sufficient to show how 
to access internal RAM functions (Figure 6).

Before continuing with the next example, 
note that the PCF8583 uses an auto-incre-
ment function for its internal address regis-
ter; that is, after each memory access, it au-
tomatically increments the address in the 
register. This significantly reduces the 
amount of data traversing the bus when writ-
ing and reading long character strings. I have 
intentionally not used this functionality in 
the example programs to make it clear which 
memory location was actually accessed.

CloCk and Calendar
As I said at the start, the PCF8583 chip 
functions primarily as a clock and calendar 

whether you ob-
serve the con-
tent from the 
hardware side 
(Figure 5, cir-
cled in red) or 
the software 
side (circled in 
green). The out-
put from i2cde‑
tect shows the 
green version of 
the truth when 
observed from 
the software 
side.

Program examPles
Once you have familiarized yourself with the 
hardware and the registers, you can start to 
program. All code examples in Java are on 
the anonymous FTP site [3] in full. 

In this article, I include only the relevant 
sections. If errors appear when executing 
the example programs, you will need to re-
view the first part 
of this series, 
which is also on 
the FTP site as a 
PDF. The file in-
cludes all of the 
basic information 
for understanding 
the subject matter 
covered in this ar-

Address Clock Function Counter Function

0x00h Control/ Status Control/ Status

0x01h Hundredths of a second D1/ D0

0x02h Seconds D3/ D2

0x03h Minutes D5/ D4

0x04h Hours Free

0x05h Year/ Date Free

0x06h Day of week/ Month Free

0x07h Timer T1/ T0

0x08h Alarm control Counter control

0x09h to 0x0Fh Alarm or RAM Alarm for D0 to D5 or free

0x10h to 0xFFh RAM (240x8 bit) RAM (240x8 bit)

table 1: PCF8583 Register Assignment

Figure 4: If the drivers have been loaded correctly and the test setup is 

cabled properly, the two components on the I2C bus will signal 

accordingly. A message like Could not open file /dev/ i2c-1 means a 

driver problem.

Figure 5: Depending on whether the read/ write bit is included in the address or not, 

the resulting component addresses will differ accordingly.

Figure 6: A simple example that demonstrates how to access the main memory of the chip.
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component. The example program I2C8583-
Timer sets the clock time and the alarm reg-
ister and then reads out the stored time 
value (Listing 2).

The first thing that stands out is that the 
program contains a fair number of type casts, 

because only the type byte can be used for 
communication with the chip. As discussed 
before, all of the numbers are stored in BCD 
format. See the box titled “Details of BCD.” 
The only real magic occurs when the ad-
dresses 0x00 (Table 3) and 0x08 (Table 4) are 
accessed. For example, when writing the 
value 0xc0 into register 0x00, the current val-
ues (e.g., time and date or the counter val-
ues) are retained in the latches of the chip.

Writing 0x04 into the 0x00 register contin-
uously updates the temporary storage and 
activates the alarm register. Writing 0xB0 
into 0x08 activates the alarm for a specific 
time. When the alarm goes off, the chip sets 
the second bit in the status control register, 
which in turn sets the interrupt output, thus 
causing the LED to light up.

As a result, the method getTime() initially 
retrieves via getAlarmStatus() the value of 
this bit and restores the value at the end of 
the read operation. Otherwise, each read 
operation would reset the alarm. Addition-

01  public static String readRam() {

02    String out = "";

03    try {

04      I2CBus bus = I2CFactory.getInstance(I2CBus.BUS_1);

05      I2CDevice pcf8583Address = bus.getDevice(address);

06      for (int i = 16; i < 253; i++) {

07        out = out+(char)pcf8583Address.read(i);

08      }

09    }

10    catch(Exception e) {

11      System.out.println("read"+e);

12    }

13    return out;

14  }

15  

16  public static void writeRam(String s) {

17    try {

18      byte[] b = s.getBytes(Charset.forName("UTF‑8"));

19      I2CBus bus = I2CFactory.getInstance(I2CBus.BUS_1);

20      I2CDevice pcf8583Address = bus.getDevice(address);

21      for (int i = 0; i < b.length; i++){

22        pcf8583Address.write((byte)i+16,(byte)b[i]);

23      }

24    }

25    catch(Exception e) {

26      System.out.println("write "+e);

27    }

28  }

listing 1: I2C8583RAM (In Part)

Decimal Number BCD Equivalent

0 0000

1 0001

2 0010

3 0011

4 0100

5 0101

6 0110

7 0111

8 1000

9 1001

42 0100 0010

8196 1000 0001 1001 0110

65535 0110 0101 0101 0011 0101

table 2: Decimal vs BCD

BCD stands for “binary-coded 
decimal,” a class of binary en-
codings for decimal numbers. 
Simply put, this means that 
each half byte or “nibble” stores 
a decimal position of a number 
from 0 to 9. Why would anyone 
do this when everybody knows 
that a byte represents the values 
of numbers from 0 to 255?

The answer is that simple de-
coders can be set up in hard-
ware, such as seven-segment 
displays, when 4 bits are allo-
cated to one decimal position. 
Good old mainframes also store 
numbers in BCD format. 

Theoretically, this gives the 
mainframe an unlimited capac-
ity to perform exact computa-
tions. Table 2 shows how this 
kind of coding looks. It is fairly 
easy to figure out how to read 
BCD-encoded numbers, be-
cause only 4 bits need to be de-
coded each time.

Details of bcD

Bit Function
0 50% duty cycle, seconds flag;  

0 when alarm is set.

1 50% duty cycle, minutes flag;  
0 when alarm is set.

2 0: Alarm disabled, 0x08h to 0x0Fh function as RAM;  
1: Alarm set, 0x08h up to 0x0Fh function as alarm control registers.

3 0: 0x05h and 0x06h without mask;  
1: 0x05h and 0x06h contain date and month, directly readable.

Bits 4 and 5 00: Clock with 32,768KHz;  
01: Clock with 50Hz;  
10: Counter mode;  
11: Test mode.

6 0: “Count” mode;  
1: Save most recent counter value in latches.

7 0: “Count impulses” mode;  
1: Finish counting, erase divider.

table 3: PCF8583 – Address 0x00
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01  public static void getTime() {

02    try {

03      I2CBus bus = I2CFactory.getInstance(I2CBus.BUS_1);

04      I2CDevice pcf8583Address = bus.getDevice(address);

05      byte status = 0x04;

06      if (isAlarmSet()){ status = 0x06; }

07      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x00,(byte)0xc0);

08      int sec   = BCDtoInt (((Integer)pcf8583Address.read(0x02)).byteValue());

09      int min   = BCDtoInt (((Integer)pcf8583Address.read(0x03)).byteValue());

10      int hour  = BCDtoInt (((Integer)pcf8583Address.read(0x04)).byteValue());

11      int day   = BCDtoInt (((Integer)(pcf8583Address.read(0x05) & 0x3f)).byteValue() );

12      int year  = ((Integer)((pcf8583Address.read(0x05)>>6) & 0x03)).byteValue();

13      int month = BCDtoInt (((Integer)(pcf8583Address.read(0x06) & 0x1f)).byteValue() );

14      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x00,(byte)0x10);

15      int yearBase = 0;

16      yearBase = pcf8583Address.read(0xfe);

17      yearBase = yearBase << 8;

18      yearBase = yearBase | pcf8583Address.read(0xff);

19      year = year + yearBase;

20      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x00,(byte)status);

21      System.out.printf("%02d:%02d:%02d %02d.%02d.%4d",hour,min,sec,day,month,year);

22      System.out.println(" Alarm:"+isAlarmSet());

23    }

24    catch(Exception e) { System.out.println("Get Time"+e); }

25  }

26  

27  public static void setTime(byte day,byte month,int year,byte hour,byte min,byte sec) {

28    try {

29      I2CBus bus=I2CFactory.getInstance(I2CBus.BUS_1);

30      I2CDevice pcf8583Address = bus.getDevice(address);

31      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x00,(byte)0xc0);

32      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x01,(byte)(0x00));

33      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x02,(byte)(DecToBCDArray (sec)[0]));

34      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x03,(byte)(DecToBCDArray (min)[0]));

35      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x04,(byte)(DecToBCDArray(hour)[0]));

36      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x05,(byte)(((byte)(year % 4) << 6) | DecToBCDArray(day)[0] ));

37      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x06,(byte)(DecToBCDArray(month)[0]));

38      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x00,(byte)(0x10));

39      int yearBase = (year ‑ year % 4);

40      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0xfe,(byte)(yearBase >>8));

41      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0xff,(byte)(yearBase & 0x00ff));

42      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x00,(byte)0x04);

43    }

44    catch(Exception e) { System.out.println("Set Time"+e); }

45  }

46  

47  public static void setAlarm(byte day,byte month,byte hour,byte min,byte sec) {

48    try {

49      I2CBus bus=I2CFactory.getInstance(I2CBus.BUS_1);

50      I2CDevice pcf8583Address = bus.getDevice(address);

51      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x00,(byte)0xc0);

52      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x09,(byte)(0x00));

53      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x0A,(byte)(DecToBCDArray(sec)[0]));

listing 2: I2C8583Timer (In Part)
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ally, the PCF8583 chip can optionally set the 
alarm bit at the occurrence of an event. 

This alarm would always have to be reset 
with the setTime() and setAlarm() methods. 
Table 4 shows several capabilities for pro-
gramming the alarm timer (Figure 7).

If the clock doesn’t run correctly, it is prob-
ably because of the ratio between the crystal 
quartz and the capacitance on the OSCI and 

OSCO pins on the chip. The resonant fre-
quency of the crystal should be exactly 
32,768kHz. Adjusting the capacitance allows 
you to set the resonance at a precise value. 
The accuracy of the resonance is perhaps too 
advanced for the user who wants to under-
stand the basics of the PCF8583. However, 
building an exact real-time clock means that 
the user will need to be able to tune the reso-

nant frequency with the assistance of 
an oscilloscope or other tool for mea-
suring frequencies.

CounTer
The PCF8583 is also suitable for use 
as an event counter. To utilize this 
function, you need to set status 
bits 4 and 5 in the 0x00h control 
status register to 10. This trans-
forms the OSCI pin into a counter 
input, whereas the OSCO pin no 
longer has any function. If you 
want to set the INT output for a 
particular counter reading, you 
should set the “enable alarm” bit in 
the 0x00 register. 

When the chip is in counter mode, 
it will use registers 0x01 to 0x03 for 
storing the current values. The val-
ues are stored in this operating 

54      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x0B,(byte)(DecToBCDArray(min)[0]));

55      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x0C,(byte)(DecToBCDArray(hour)[0]));

56      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x0D,(byte)(DecToBCDArray(day)[0] ));

57      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x0E,(byte)(DecToBCDArray(month)[0]));

58      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x08,(byte)0xb0);

59      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x00,(byte)0x04);

60    }

61    catch(Exception e) { System.out.println("Set Alarm"+e); }

62  }

listing 2: I2C8583Timer (In Part) (continued)

Bit Function
0 to 2 000: No counter;  

001: Hundredths of a second;  
010: Seconds;  
011: Minutes;  
100: Hours;  
101: Days;  
110: Unused;  
111: Test mode.

3 0: Counter does not trigger interrupts;  
1: Counter triggers interrupts.

4 and 5 00: No alarm;  
01: Daily alarm;  
10: Weekly alarm;  
11: Date alarm.

6 0: No counter;  
1: Counter active.

7 0: No alarm;  
1: Alarm active.

table 4: PCF8583 – Address 0x08 (Clock)

Figure 7: Example program for programming the clock and the alarm.
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in this situation means that the switch pro-
vides contact several times even though it is 
only supposed to be triggered once. If this 
happens, you can put a simple non-bounc-
ing switch together with the help of a flip-
flop (Figure 8 and online [3]). When the 
chip operates as a counter, the contents of 
the 0x08 alarm register are interpreted dif-
ferently than when it operates as a clock 
(Table 5).

mode in hexadecimal format and not in BCD 
encoding. Registers 0x09 to 0x0B act as stor-
age for a counter alarm. In all other respects, 
the I2C8583 counter program looks very 
similar to the example of the clock program 
(Listing 3).

The counter input reacts to the positive 
edge, so it counts transitions from 0 to 1. 
During the test, I didn’t encounter any prob-
lems when the switches bounced. Bouncing 

01  public static void getCounter() {

02    try {

03      I2CBus bus = I2CFactory.getInstance(I2CBus.BUS_1);

04      I2CDevice pcf8583Address = bus.getDevice(address);

05      byte status = 0x24;

06      if (isAlarmSet()){ status = 0x26;}

07      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x00,(byte)0xe0);

08       int h01   =  
((Integer)pcf8583Address.read(0x01)).byteValue();

09       int h02   =  
((Integer)pcf8583Address.read(0x02)).byteValue();

10       int h03   =  
((Integer)pcf8583Address.read(0x03)).byteValue();

11      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x00,(byte)status);

12      System.out.printf("%05d:%05d:%05d",h03,h02,h01);

13      System.out.println();

14      System.out.println("Alarm:"+isAlarmSet());

15    }

16    catch(Exception e) {  System.out.println( 
"Get Counter"+e); }

17  }

18  

19  public static void getAlarm() {

20    try{

21      I2CBus bus = I2CFactory.getInstance(I2CBus.BUS_1);

22      I2CDevice pcf8583Address = bus.getDevice(address);

23      byte status = 0x24;

24      if (isAlarmSet()){ status = 0x26;}

25      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x00,(byte)0xe0);

26       int h01   =  
((Integer)pcf8583Address.read(0x09)).byteValue();

27       int h02   =  
((Integer)pcf8583Address.read(0x0A)).byteValue();

28       int h03   =  
((Integer)pcf8583Address.read(0x0B)).byteValue();

29      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x00,(byte)status);

30      System.out.printf("%05d:%05d:%05d",h03,h02,h01);

31      System.out.println();

32      System.out.println("Alarm:"+isAlarmSet());

33    }

34    catch(Exception e) {  System.out.println("Get 
Counter"+e); }

35  }

36  

37  public static void setCounter(byte h03,byte h02,byte h01) {

38    try {

39      I2CBus bus = I2CFactory.getInstance(I2CBus.BUS_1);

40      I2CDevice pcf8583Address = bus.getDevice(address);

41      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x00,(byte)0xE0);

42      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x01,(byte)h01);

43      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x02,(byte)h02);

44      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x03,(byte)h03);

45      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x00,(byte)0x24);

46    }

47    catch(Exception e) {  System.out.println("Set 
Counter"+e); }

48  }

49  

50  public s tatic void setCounterAlarm( 
byte h03,byte h02,byte h01) {

51    try {

52      I2CBus bus = I2CFactory.getInstance(I2CBus.BUS_1);

53      I2CDevice pcf8583Address = bus.getDevice(address);

54      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x00,(byte)0xE0);

55      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x08,(byte)0x90);

56      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x09,(byte)h01);

57      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x0A,(byte)h02);

58      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x0B,(byte)h03);

59      pcf8583Address.write((byte)0x00,(byte)0x24);

60    }

61    catch(Exception e) {  System.out.println("Set Counter 
Alarm"+e); }

62  }

63  

64  public static boolean isAlarmSet() {

65    boolean alarm = false;

66    try{

67      I2CBus bus = I2CFactory.getInstance(I2CBus.BUS_1);

68      I2CDevice pcf8583Address = bus.getDevice(address);

69      if (( (byte)0x02&( 
(Integer)pcf8583Address.read(0x00)).byteValue())== 
(byte)2) {

70        alarm = true;

71      }

72    }

73    catch(Exception e) { System.out.println("Set Alarm"+e);}

74    return alarm;

75  }

listing 3: I2C8583 Counter Program
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Figure 9 shows the counter test program in 
action. It sets the counter alarm to 5. The 
counter itself is initialized to 1. Once the 
switch has been pressed four times, the LED 
lights up and the alarm status bit changes 
the value to true.

ConClusion
The PCF8583 chip offers a surprising array of 
functions. At first glance, it is not immedi-
ately apparent that so many capabilities have 
been packed into an 8-pin “bug.” Although 
it’s not easy to program, the chip does offer a 
myriad of potential applications making it 
possible for the user to consider scenarios 
like the creation of a watchdog timer or a 

time-controlled wake-up function for the 
Raspberry Pi.

The counter function opens up even more 
opportunities. For example, it can count rap-
idly occurring signals that ordinarily would 
not register on the standard GPIO interface. In 
general, the chip is very flexible, and applica-
tion ideas almost suggest themselves.  ● ● ●

Bit Function
0 to 2 000: No counter;  

001: Units;  
010: Hundreds;  
011:Ten thousands;  
100: Millions;  
101: Not permitted;  
110: Not permitted;  
111: Test mode.

3 0: Counter does not trigger interrupt;  
1: Counter triggers interrupt.

4, 5 00: No alarm;  
01: Alarm;  
10: Not permitted;  
11: Not permitted.

6 0: No counter, alarm inactive;  
1: Counter, alarm active.

7 0: No alarm;  
1: Alarm active.

table 5: PCF8583 as a Counter

Figure 9: The output of the test program running in “counter” mode.

[1]  PCF8583: http://  www.  nxp.  com/  products/  interface_and_connectivity/  real_time_
clocks/  i2c_real_time_clocks_rtc/  series/  PCF8583.  html#

[2]  Data sheet NXP PCF8583:  
http://  www.  nxp.  com/  documents/  data_sheet/  PCF8583.  pdf

[3]  Code and schematics:  
ftp://  ftp.  linux‑magazine.  com/  pub/  listings/  raspberry‑pi‑geek.  com/  11

[4]  gEDA Project: http://  www.  geda‑project.  org/

[5]  GPIO extension board: https://  www.  raspberrypi.  org/  adafruits‑new‑raspberry‑pi‑br
eakout‑kit‑the‑pi‑t‑cobbler/

info

Figure 8: Schematic for a non-bouncing switch.
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